Abstract-This paper advocates Riemannian multi-manifold modeling in the context of network-wide non-stationary timeseries analysis. Time-series data, collected sequentially over time and across a network, yield features which are viewed as points in or close to a union of multiple submanifolds of a Riemannian manifold, and distinguishing disparate time series amounts to clustering multiple Riemannian submanifolds. To support the claim that exploiting the latent Riemannian geometry behind many statistical features of time series is beneficial to learning from network data, this paper focuses on brain networks and puts forth two feature-generation schemes for network-wide dynamic time series. The first is motivated by Granger-causality arguments and uses an auto-regressive moving average model to map low-rank linear vector subspaces, spanned by column vectors of appropriately defined observability matrices, to points into the Grassmann manifold. The second utilizes (non-linear) dependencies among network nodes by introducing kernel-based partial correlations to generate points in the manifold of positivedefinite matrices. Capitilizing on recently developed research on clustering Riemannian submanifolds, an algorithm is provided for distinguishing time series based on their geometrical properties, revealed within Riemannian feature spaces. Extensive numerical tests demonstrate that the proposed framework outperforms classical and state-of-the-art techniques in clustering brain-network states/structures hidden beneath synthetic fMRI time series and brain-activity signals generated from real brainnetwork structural connectivity matrices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in brain science have highlighted the need to view the brain as a complex network of interacting nodes across spatial and temporal scales [12] , [16] , [55] , [69] . The emphasis on understanding the brain as a network has capitalized on concurrent advances in brain-imaging technology, such as electroencephalography (EEG) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), which assess brain activity by measuring neuronal time series [12] , [58] .
Clustering is the unsupervised (no data labels available) learning process of grouping data patterns into clusters based on similarity [73] . Time-series clustering has emerged as a prominent tool in big-data analytics because not only does it enable compression of high-dimensional and voluminous data, e.g., one hour of electrocardiogram data occupies 1Gb of storage [2] , but it also leads to discovery of patterns hidden beneath network-wide time-series datasets. Indeed, datamining and comparison of functional connectivity patterns of the default-mode brain network of human subjects, i.e., brain regions that remain active during resting-state periods in fMRI, has enhanced understanding of brain disorders such as the Alzheimer disease and autism [15] , [33] , [59] , [70] , depression [32] , anxiety, epilepsy and schizophrenia [14] .
To motivate the following discussion, consider the ten-node resting-state brain-network (RSBN) toy example of Fig. 1 , with four distinct network states/structures whose evolution over time is shown in Fig. 1a . Those states are associated with the four functional connectivity matrices of Figs. 1b-1e: nodes of the same color are considered to be connected, while no connection is established among nodes with different colors. For each state, connectivity matrices stay fixed. Based on the previous connectivity matrices, blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) time series [51] , e.g., Fig. 1f , are simulated via the SimTB MATLAB toolbox [4] , [62] , under a generation mechanism detailed in Sec. V-A. Examples of features extracted from the BOLD time series are the covariance (Figs. 1g-1j) and partial-correlation matrices (Figs. 1k-1n), computed via correlations of the time series whose time spans are set equal to the time span of a single state; see Sec. III for a detailed description. For patterns to emerge, Figs. 1g-1n suggest that sample averaging of features over many timeseries realizations is needed. On the contrary, Figs. 1o-1r demonstrate that partial-correlation matrices, obtained without any sample averaging, do not offer much help in identifying 
(f) Single-node BOLD time series
(o) (p) (q) (r) Fig. 1 . A motivating example based on synthetically generated data via the SimTB MATLAB toolbox [4] , [62] . Fig. 1a shows the time profile of four brain-network resting states (ten nodes). For each state, the functional connectivity pattern stays fixed (Figs. 1b-1e). the latent connectivity structure. Since multiple realizations of BOLD time series are hard to find in practice, rather than associating a single feature with a network state (Figs. 1o-1r), it would be preferable to extract a sequence of features (x t ) t (t denotes discrete time), e.g., running averages of covariance matrices, to characterize a network state. This is also in accordance with recent evidence showing that brain-network resting states demonstrate dynamic attributes, e.g., [15] . Indeed, the usual presupposition that functional connectivity is static over relatively large period of times has been challenged in works focusing on time-varying connectivity patterns [4] , [13] , [47] , [60] , [85] , shifting the fMRI/EEG paradigm to the so-called "chronnectome" setting, where coupling within the brain network is dynamic, and two or more brain regions or sets of regions, all possibly evolving in time, are coupled with connective strengths that are also themselves explicit functions of time [17] . Such an approach has been already utilized to show that sleep states can be predicted via connectivity patterns at given times [72] , and that schizophrenia can be correctly identified [22] . The previous discussion brings forth the following pressing questions: (i) Are there features that carve the latent network state/structure out of the observed network-wide time series? Is it possible to extract a sequence of features from a time series to capture a possibly dynamically evolving network state, as Fig. 1 and the related discussion suggest? (ii) Is there any model that injects geometrical arguments in the feature space, and is there any way to exploit that geometry to design a learning (in particular clustering) algorithm which provides state-of-the-art performance?
A. Contributions of this work
This paper provides answers to the previous questions. Although the advocated methods, together with the underlying theory, apply to any network-wide time series, this paper focuses on brain-networks. Time-series data are processed sequentially via a finite-size sliding window that moves along the time axis to extract features which monitor the possibly time-varying state/structure of the network ( Fig. 2b ; Secs. II and III). Two feature-extraction schemes, novel in exploiting latent Riemannian geometry within network-wide time series, are introduced.
First, motivated by Granger-causality arguments, which play a prominent role in time-series analysis [11] , [21] , [26] , [31] , an auto-regressive moving average model is proposed to extract low-rank linear vector subspaces from the columns of appropriately defined observability matrices. Such linear subspaces demonstrate a remarkable geometrical property: they are points of the Grassmannian, a well-known Riemannian manifold (Sec. II).
Second, Sec. III generalizes the popular network-analytic tool of "linear" partial correlations (PCs) [39] to "non-linear" PCs, via reproducing kernel functions (cf. Appendix A), to capture the likely non-linear dependencies among network nodes, e.g., [38] . Geometry is also prominent in Sec. III: Prop. 1 demonstrates that matrices generated by kernel-based PCs are points of the celebrated Riemannian manifold of positive-definite matrices.
Capitalizing on the Riemannian-geometry thread that binds the previous feature-extraction schemes, learning, in particular clustering, is performed in a Riemannian manifold M . The key hypothesis, adopted from the very recent [79] , [80] , is the Riemannian multi-manifold modeling (RMMM) assumption: each cluster constitutes a submanifold of M , and distinguishing disparate time series amounts to clustering multiple Riemannian submanifolds; cf. Figs. 2b and 3a. This is in contrast with the prevailing perception of clusters in literature as "well-concentrated" data clouds, whose convex hulls can be (approximately) separated by hyperplanes in the feature space, a hypothesis which lies also beneath the success of Kmeans and variants [73] . In contrast, RMMM, as well as the advocated clustering algorithm of Sec. IV, allow for clusters (submanifolds) to intersect. The extensive numerical tests of Sec. V demonstrate that the proposed framework outperforms classical and state-of-the-art techniques in clustering brainnetwork states/structures.
B. Prior art
Although the majority of methods on time-series clustering follows the "shape-based" approach, where clustering is applied to raw time-series data [2] , fewer studies have focused on model/feature-based approaches, such as the present one [2, Table 4 ]. Study [37] fits an auto-regressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model to non-network-wide time-series data, measures dissimilarities of patterns via the (Euclidean)
2 -distance of cepstrum coefficients, and applies the Kmedoids algorithm to cluster cepstum-coefficient patterns. In [28] , fuzzy Cmeans is applied to vectors comprising the Pearson's correlation coefficients of fMRI time series, under the 2 -and a hyperbolic-distance metric. In [53] , hierarchical clustering is applied to functional connectivity matrices, comprising Pearson's correlation coefficients of BOLD time series via the 2 -distance. Once again, the 2 -distance is used in [41] , together with Kmeans and its sparsity-cognizant K-SVD variant, in clustering functional connectivity matrices which are formed by Pearson's correlation coefficients, as well as lowrank matrices obtained via PCA. In [4] , Kmeans is applied to windowed correlation matrices, under both the 1 -and 2 -distances. Kmeans is also used in clustering brain electrical activity into microstates in [56] . In all of the previous cases, Kmeans and variants are predicated on the assumption that a "cluster center" represents well the "spread" or variability of the data-cloud associated with each cluster. Moreover, any underlying feature-space Riemannian geometry is not exploited. This is in contrast with the RMMM hypothesis, advocated by this paper, where clusters are modeled as Riemannian submanifolds, allowed to intersect and to have a "spread" which cannot be captured by a single cluster-center point. To highlight such a difference, Kmeans under the standard 2 -distance will be employed in all tests in Sec. V. An application of the Riemannian (Grassmann) distance between low-rank matrices to detect network-state transitions in fMRI time series can be found in [46] . However, Grassmmanian geometry is exploited only up to the use of the distance metric in [46] , without taking advantage of the rich first-order (tangential) information of submanifolds, as the current study offers in Sec. IV. Another line of fruitful research focuses on detecting communities within brain networks (e.g., [54] ) by utilizing powerful concepts drawn from network/graph theory, such as modularity [50] . Due to lack of space, such a community-detection route is not pursued in this paper, and the related discussion is deferred to a future publication.
Regarding manifold clustering, most of the algorithms stem from schemes developed originally for Euclidean spaces. An extension of Kmeans to Grassmannians, with an application to non-negative matrix factorization, was presented in [34] . The mean-shift algorithm was also generalized to analytic manifolds in [18] , [71] . Geodesic distances of product manifolds were utilized for clustering human expressions, gestures, and actions in video sequences in [52] . Moreover, spectral clustering and nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques were extended to Riemannian manifolds in [27] . Such schemes are quite successful when the convex hulls of clusters are wellseparated; however, they often fail when clusters intersect or are closely located. Clustering data-sets which demonstrate low-dimensional structure is recently accommodated by unions of affine subspaces or submanifold models. Submanifolds are usually restricted to manifolds embedded in either a Euclidean space or the sphere. Unions of affine subspace models, a.k.a. hybrid linear modeling (HLM) or subspace clustering, have been recently attracting growing interest, e.g., [20] , [42] , [67] , [77] . There are fewer strategies for the union of submanifolds model, a.k.a. manifold clustering [5] , [6] , [19] , [24] , [29] , [30] , [36] , [40] , [68] , [81] . Notwithstanding, only higherorder spectral clustering and spectral local PCA are theoretically guaranteed [5] , [6] . Multiscale strategies for data on Riemannian manifolds were reported in [57] . The following discussion is based on [79] , [80] , where tangent spaces and angular information of submanifolds are utilized in a novel way. Even of a different context, the basic principles of [57] share common ground with those in [79] , [80] . It is worth noting that a simplified version of the algorithm in Sec. IV offers theoretical guarantees. This paper attempts, for the first time in the network-science literature, to exploit the firstorder (tangential) information of Riemannian submanifolds in clustering dynamic time series.
C. Notation
Having R and Z stand for the set of all real and integer numbers, respectively, let R >0 := (0, +∞) and Z >0 := {1, 2, . . .} ⊂ {0, 1, 2, . . .} =: Z ≥0 . Column vectors and matrices are denoted by upright boldfaced symbols, e.g., y, while row vectors are denoted by slanted boldfaced ones, e.g., y. Vector/matrix transposition is denoted by the superscript . Notation A ( )0 characterizes a symmetric positive (semi)definite [P(S)D] matrix. Consider a (brain) network/graph G := (N , E ), with sets of nodes N and edges E . In the case of fMRI data, nodes could be defined as (contiguous) voxels belonging to either anatomically defined or datadriven regions [58] . Each node ν ∈ N is annotated by a realvalued random variable (r.v.) Y ν , whose realizations comprise the time series associated with the νth node. Consider a subgraph G = (V , E) of G , with cardinality N G := |V |, e.g., (i) G = G ; and (ii) G is a singleton G = {ν}, for some node ν. Realizations {y νt } ν∈V , or, a snapshot of G at the tth time instance, are collected into the N G × 1 vector y t , and form the N G ×T matrix Y := [y 1 , . . . , y T ] over the time span t ∈ {1, . . . , T }; cf. Fig. 2 . For subgraph G, and a τ w ∈ Z >0 , which represents the length of a "sliding window" that moves forward along the time axis, snapshots (y τ ) t+τw−1 τ =t of G are gathered into the data matrix Y t := [y t , y t+1 , . . . , y t+τw−1 ]; cf. Fig. 2b . The following two sections introduce two ways to capture intra-network connectivity patterns and dynamics.
II. ARMA MODELING Motivated by Granger causality [11] , [21] , [26] , [31] , this section provides a scheme for capturing spatio-temporal de-
(a) Network-wide time series
(b) Flowchart of the feature-extraction scheme pendencies among network nodes. Granger causality is built on a linear auto-regressive (AR) model that approximates y t by a linear combination of the copies {y t−j } p j=1 :
, p ∈ Z >0 , and v t is the r.v. that quantifies noise and modeling inaccuracies. High-quality estimates of the pN 2 G entries of
require a large number of training data, and thus an abundance of computational resources, especially in cases of large-scale networks. The following discussion provides a way to reduce the number of unknowns in the previous identification task by capitalizing on the low-rank arguments of the more general (linear) auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) model. ARMA models are powerful parametric tools for spatiotemporal series analysis with numerous applications in signal processing, controls and machine learning [1] , [43] , [75] . ARMA modeling describes y τ via the ρ × 1 (ρ N G ) latent vector z τ [43, §10.6, p. 340]:
where (i) (1a) is called the state and (1b) the space equation;
(ii) ρ is the order of the model; (iii) C ∈ R NG ×ρ is the observation and {A j } p j=1 ⊂ R ρ×ρ the transition matrices; and (iv) v τ as well as w τ are realizations of zero-mean, white-noise random processes, uncorrelated both w.r.t. each other and y τ . As in AR modeling, matrices {A j } p j=1 manifest causality throughout the process {z t }. The system identification problem (1) requires estimation of the N G ρ + pρ 2 entries of C and {A j } p j=1 , which are many less than the pN 2 G ones in
To simplify (1), re-define z τ and w τ as the pρ
and [w τ , 0 , . . . , 0 ] , respectively. Then, it can be easily verified that there exist a pρ × pρ matrix A 0 and an N G × pρ matrix C 0 such that (1) is recast as
Further, it can be verified by (2) that for any i ∈ Z ≥0 , 
where sub-script f stresses the fact that one moves forward in time and utilizes data {y τ } τ +m−1 τ =τ to define y fτ . It can be verified that y fτ = O (m) z τ + e fτ , where O (m) is the mth-order observability matrix of size mN G × pρ:
, and e fτ is defined as the vector whose entries from iN G + 1 till (i + 1)N G , for i ∈ {0, . . . , m−1}, are given by
Since e fτ contains zero-mean noise terms, it can be also verified that the conditional expectation of y fτ given z τ is E{y fτ |
It is well-known that any change of basisz τ := P −1 z τ in the state space, where P is non-singular, renders
with observation and transition matricesC 0 := C 0 P and A 0 := P −1 A 0 P, respectively, equivalent to (2) in the sense of describing the same signal y τ [43, §10.6] . The observability matrix of (4) satisfiesÕ
Remarkably, due to the non-singularity of P, even ifÕ (m) = O (m) , their columns span the same linear subspace.
Given the previous ambiguity of ARMA modeling w.r.t. P, to extract features that uniquely characterize (2), it is preferable to record the column space of
To this end, notice that for small values of pρ, it is often the case in practice to have mN G pρ, which renders the "tall" O (m) full-column rank, with high probability. The "column space" of O (m) becomes a (pρ)-dimensional linear subspace of R mNG , or equivalently, a point in the Grassmannian Gr(mN G , pρ) := {all (pρ)-rank linear subspaces of R mNG }. Apparently, Gr(mN G , pρ) is a (smooth) Riemannian manifold of dimension pρ(mN G − pρ) [23] , [74] . The Grassmannian formulation removes the previous Psimilarity-transform ambiguity in (4): since any linear subspace possesses an orthonormal basis, it can be easily verified that Gr(mN
pρ×pρ is non-singular}, i.e., [U] gathers all bases for the column space of U.
Fix now a τ f ∈ Z >0 and define the mN G × τ f matrices
To obtain high-quality estimates of O (m) from (6), choose a τ b ∈ Z >0 , and define as in [43, §10.6 ] the τ b N G × 1 vector
where, as opposed to (3), one moves τ b steps backward in time to define y bτ . Let also the τ b N G × τ f matrix
By (6),
To avoid any confusion regarding time indices, it is required that τ w ≥ τ f + τ b + m − 1. Notice also that τ e f,τ y b,τ −1 comprises terms that result from the cross-correlations of y τ with noise vectors w τ and v τ , recorded at time instants τ and τ that lie ahead of τ , and for which, according to the initial modeling assumptions, y τ is uncorrelated with w τ and v τ . If τ f is set to be large, the law of large numbers suggests that the sample correlations in (1/τ f ) τ e fτ y b,τ −1 approximate well the ensemble ones, which, as previously stated, are zero.
Motivated by (8) , the estimation task of the observability matrix becomes as follows:
If r denotes the rank of
U ∈ R mNG ×r and V ∈ R τbNG ×r are orthogonal matrices, i.e., U U = I r = V V, and Σ is the r × r diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements gather, in descending order, the nonzero singular values of (1/τ f ) Y f,t+τb Y b,t+τb−1 . Assuming that pρ ≤ r, the celebrated Schmidt-Mirsky-Eckart-Young theorem [10] suggests that a solution to (9) on t as well as its on-thefly computation allow also for the application of the previous framework to dynamical ARMA models verbatim, i.e., the case where matrices A 0 := A 0t and C 0 := C 0t are not fixed but are functions of time in (2).
Algorithm 1 Extracting features
in Gr(mN G , pρ).
Consider data Y t := [y t , . . . , y t+τw−1 ].
3:
Form Y f,t+τb and Y b,t+τb−1 by (5) and (7b), respectively. 4 :
6: end for
III. KERNEL-BASED PARTIAL CORRELATIONS
Partial correlation (PC) will be used as a measure of similarity among nodes of G since it is both intuitively well suited to the task, and has well-documented merits in network-connectivity studies [38] , [39] , [66] . Given data
. . , y T − µ] to remove from data the sample averages or offsets µ := (1/T ) T t=1 y t . Along the lines of Sec. II,
Letỹ νt denote the νth row vector ofỸ t , or in other words, the time profile of the νth node of G over time {t, t+1, . . . , t+ τ w − 1}. Consider also a pair of nodes (i, j) ∈ V 2 , while
where subscript −ij stresses the fact thatỸ −ij,t is obtained after the ithỹ it and jthỹ jt rows are removed fromỸ t . Let, now,ŷ it andŷ jt be the least-squares (LS) estimates ofỹ it and y jt , respectively, w.r.t.Ỹ −ij,t , i.e.,ŷ lt :=ỹ ltỸ † −ij,tỸ −ij,t , l ∈ {i, j}, with † denoting the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of a matrix [10] , andỸ † −ij,tỸ −ij,t stands for the (orthogonal) projection operator onto the linear span of {ỹ νt } ν∈V−ij . Upon defining the residualr lt :=ỹ lt −ŷ lt , and provided that r lt = 0, l ∈ {i, j}, the (sample) PC of the pair of nodes (i, j) w.r.t. V −ij is defined as [39] ij,t :=r itr jt /( r it 2 · r jt 2 ) .
In the case where one of {r it ,r jt } is zero, thenˆ ij,t is also defined to be zero. In other words,ˆ ij,t measures the correlation between nodes i and j, after removing the "influence" that nodes V −ij have on (i, j). Notice that the numerator in (10) is a dot-vector product, sincer lt , l ∈ {i, j}, are row vectors.
To capture possible non-linear dependencies among nodes, and motivated by the success of reproducing kernel functions κ in modeling non-linearities (cf. Appendix A), define the N G × N G kernel matrix K t whose (ν, ν )th entry is
Further, define the following submatrices of K t :
k −ij,i : ith row of K t w.o. ith and jth entries , k −ij,j : jth row of K t w.o. ith and jth entries , K −ij,t : K t w.o. ith and jth rows and columns .
Moreover, define ϕ(Ỹ −ij,t ) as the
As in (10) , upon defining the LS-residual as κrlt := ϕ(ỹ lt ) − ϕ(ỹ lt ), l ∈ {i, j}, and provided that both { κrit , κrjt } are nonzero, the kernel (k)PC is defined as
In the case where one of { κrit , κrjt } is zero, then κˆ ij,t is defined to be zero. Proposition 1. Define the generalized Schur complement
Then, the (i, j)th kPC is given by
If K t is non-singular, then
Proof: See Appendix C. According to (15c), information about PCs is contained in the positive definite (PD) matrix
is the diagonal matrix whose main diagonal coincides with that of K −1 t . It is well-known that the set of all N G ×N G PD matrices, denoted by PD(N G ), is a (smooth) Riemannian manifold of dimension N G (N G + 1)/2. Assuming that the dynamics of the network vary slowly w.r.t. time, it is conceivable that
as in Figs. 2b and 3a. Of course, there are several other choices for points x t in M , e.g., K t or K −1 t , or the N G × N G matrix R t , whose (ν, ν )th entry is defined to be κ(y νt , y ν t ), with y νt being the νth row of the data matrix Y. In the case where K t is PSD, diagonal loading can be used to render the matrix PD, i.e., K t is re-defined as K t + I NG , for some ∈ R >0 . All the previous choices for x t will be explored in Sec. V.
A. Designing the kernel matrix 1) Single kernel function: There are numerous choices for the reproducing kernel function κ, with the more popular ones being the linear, Gaussian, and polynomial kernels (cf. Appendix A). Since K t is a Gram matrix, it is non-singular iff the (dim H )-dimensional vectors {ϕ(ỹ νt )} NG ν=1 are linearly independent [44] . The larger dim H is, the more likely is for {ϕ(ỹ νt )} NG ν=1 to be linearly independent. This last remark justifies the choice of a Gaussian kernel (yields an infinitedimensional RKHS space; cf. Appendix A) in the numerical tests of Sec. V.
Algorithm 2 Extracting features
in PD(N G ). Re-define K t as K t + I NG .
7:
end if 8: that cover the range of interest, alleviates the problems that a designer faces due to lack of prior information.
3) Semidefinite embedding (SDE): In SDE the kernel matrix K t becomes also part of the data-driven learning process [82] . For convenience, the discussion in Appendix D highlights SDE's key-points, demonstrating that SDE can be cast as a convex-optimization task over the set of PSD matrices.
IV. CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
After features have been extracted from the network-wide time series and mapped into a Riemannian feature space (cf. Fig. 2b) , clustering is performed to distinguish the disparate time series. To this end, a very short introduction on Riemannian geometry will facilitate the following discussion. For more details, the interested reader is referred to [23] , [74] .
A. Elements of manifold theory
Consider a D-dimensional Riemannian manifold M with metric g. Based on g, the (Riemannian) distance function dist g (x, y) between points x, y ∈ M is well-defined, and a geodesic is the (locally) distance-minimizing curve in M connecting x and y. Loosely speaking, geodesics generalize "straight lines" in Euclidean spaces to shortest paths in the "curved" M one. The RMMM hypothesis, which this paper advocates, postulates that the acquired data-points {x t } are located on or "close" to K submanifolds (clusters)
of M , with possibly different dimensionalities. In contrast to the prevailing hypothesis for Kmeans, clusters in RMMM are allowed to have non-empty intersection. To accommodate noise and mis-modeling errors, data {x t } are considered to lie within the following γ-width (γ ∈ R >0 ) tubular neighborhood {x ∈ M | ∃(s, k) ∈ M × {1, . . . , K} s.t. s ∈ S k and dist g (x, s) < γ}; see Fig. 3a . If T xt M denotes the tangent space of M at x t (a D-dimensional Euclidean space; see Fig. 3b ), and assuming that x t is located on a submanifold S k , then T xt S k stands for the tangent space of
, it contains the geodesic defined by any two of its points, then S k becomes the image of T xt S k under exp xt . The functional inverse of exp xt is the logarithm map
t denote the image of a data point x t via the logarithm map at x t , i.e., x (t) t := log xt (x t ). Having the number of clusters/submanifolds K known, the goal is to cluster data-set X := {x t } t∈T (T = {1, . . . , T − τ w + 1} in the context of Secs. II and III) into K groups {X k } K k=1 ⊂ M s.t. points in X k are associated with the submanifold S k . Note that if M is a Euclidean space, and submanifolds are affine subspaces, then RMMM boils down to the subspace-clustering modeling [77] .
B. Algorithm
Since the submanifold S k , that point x t belongs to, is unknown, so is T xt S k . To this end, an estimate of T xt S k , Algorithm 3 Geodesic clustering by tangent spaces (GCT). (Local sparse coding:) Identify weights {α tt } t ∈T via (19).
5:
Compute the sample correlation matrixĈ xt by (17).
6:
(Local PCA:) Identify the eigenvalues which are larger than or equal to ηλ max (Ĉ xt ), and call the eigenspace spanned by the associated eigenvaluesT xt S. . (18) 10: Apply spectral clustering [78] to W to identify datacluster associations. 
where closeness is measured via dist g (·, ·), and defineĈ xt as the "local" sample correlation matrix
Moreover, let Ĉ xt = λ max (Ĉ xt ) denote the spectral norm ofĈ xt as the maximum eigenvalue of the PSDĈ xt . Assuming that x t lies close (in the Riemannian-distance sense)
to submanifold S k , estimates of the dimension d k of S k , or equivalently, of T xt S k , can be obtained by identifying a principal eigenspaceT xt S ofĈ xt via PCA arguments. Any method of estimating a principal eigenspace can be employed here; e.g., defineT xt S as the linear subspace spanned by the eigenvalues larger than or equal to ηλ max (Ĉ xt ), for a userdefined parameter η ∈ (0, 1) (cf. [6] ). An illustration ofT xt S can be found in Fig. 3c . If l(x t , x t ) denotes the (shortest)
geodesic connecting x t and x t in M , and upon defining the tangent vector v tt := log xt (x t ), standing as the "velocity" of l(x t , x t ) at x t , let the (empirical geodesic) angle θ tt be defined as the angle between v tt and the estimated linear
Motivated by a very recent line of research [79] , [80] , this paper advocates the geodesic clustering by tangent spaces (GCT) algorithm, detailed in Alg. 3, to solve the clustering task at hand. Key-points of GCT are the local sparse coding of step 4, local PCA of step 6, and the extraction of the angular information at step 7. Regarding the sparse-coding step, after mapping data-points {x t } t∈T to vectors {x
in the tangent space T xt M at x t , and motivated by the affine geometry of T xt M (cf. Fig. 3b) 
where the constraint in (19) manifests that neighbors should cooperate affinely to describe x (t) t in the data-fit term. The regularization term in (19) enforces sparsity in the previous representation by penalizing, thus eliminating, contributions from neighbors which are located far from x by setting α tt := 0 for any t ∈ T \ T GCT NN,t . All information collected in weights {α tt } and {θ tt } are gathered in the affinity matrix W (step 10 of Alg. 3) that is fed in any spectral clustering (SC) algorithm that provides data-cluster associations. The contribution of GCT [79] , [80] in clustering on Riemannian surfaces is the novel way of extraction and incorporation of the angular information {θ tt } in an SC affinity matrix. A performance analysis, with guarantees on the clustering accuracy and the number of mis-classified datapoints, has been already provided for a simplified version of GCT, where submanifolds are considered to be "geodesic," justifying thus the name GCT, the sparse-coding scheme of step 4 in Alg. 3 is not employed, and the affinity matrix of step 10 becomes a binary one, with entries either 1 or 0, depending on whether conditions on the dimensions of the estimated tangent subspaces, the angular information {θ tt } and the Riemannian distance between data-points are satisfied or not [79] . nearest neighbors of x t . Notice that once the logarithm map log xt (x t ) is computed, under complexity C log (cf. Appendix B), then
C. Computational complexity
Step 4 of Alg. 3 requires solving the sparsity-promoting optimization task of (19) . Notice that due to · 2 , only inner products of Euclidean vectors are necessary to form the loss function in (19) , which entails a complexity of order O(dim M ). Given that only N GCT NN vectors are involved, (19) is a small-scale convex-optimization task that can be determined efficiently (let C sc denote that complexity) by any off-theshelf solver [9] . 
V. NUMERICAL TESTS
To assess performance, the proposed GCT algorithm is compared with the following methods:
(i) Sparse manifold clustering (SMC) [19] , [24] . SMC was introduced in [24] for clustering submanifolds within Euclidean spaces, and it was later modified in [19] for clustering submanifolds on the sphere. SMC is adapted here, according to our needs, to cluster submanifolds in a Riemannian manifold, and still referred to as SMC. SMC's basic idea is as follows: Per each data-point x, a local neighborhood is mapped to the tangent space T x M by the logarithm map (cf. step 3 of Alg. 3), and a sparsecoding task (cf. step 4 of Alg. 3) is solved in T x M to provide weights for an SC similarity matrix. (ii) Spectral clustering [78] equipped with Riemannian metric (SCR) of [27] . SCR [27] utilizes SC under the weighted affinity matrix
, where the Riemannian distance metric dist g (·, ·) is used to quantify affinity among data-points [27] . (iii) Kmeans, where data lying in the Riemannian manifold are embedded into a Euclidean space, and then the classical Kmeans, under the classical (Euclidean) 2 -distance metric, is applied to the embedded dataset. In particular, Grassmannian manifolds are embedded into Euclidean spaces by the isometric embedding [8] , [45] , and PD(N G ) is embedded into R NG (NG +1)/2 by vectorizing the triangular upper part of the elements of PD(N G ). This set of tests stands as a representative of all schemes that do not exploit the underlying Riemannian geometry, as detailed in Sec. I-B. Unlike GCT, none of the previous methods utilizes the underlying submanifold tangential information (Kmeans is even Riemannian-geometry agnostic). In contrast to the prevailing hypothesis of Kmeans and variants, that clusters are not closely located to each other, RMMM allows for non-empty intersections of submanifolds (cf. Fig. 3a) .
The ground-truth labels of clusters are available in each experiment, and assessment is done via the notion of clustering accuracy, defined as "(# of points with cluster labels equal to the ground-truth ones) / (# of total points)." Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is set to be 10dB for all experiments. Tests are run for a number of 50 realizations, and average clustering accuracies, as well as standard deviations, are depicted in the subsequent figures.
A. Synthetically generated time series
This section refers to the setting of Fig. 1 . Per state, there are up to three tasks/events/modules that need to be accomplished through the cooperation of nodes. Each node contributes to a specific task by sharing a common signal with other nodes assigned to the same task. Nodes that share a common task are considered to be connected to each other. Per node, the previous common signal is linearly combined with a signal characteristic of the node, and with a firstorder auto-regressive (AR) process, with time-varying AR coefficient, contributing to the dynamics of the task-specific signal. The AR signal is described by the recursion y νt,AR := cos θ t · y ν(t−1),AR + √ 1 − cos 2 θ t · v t , where v t is a zero-mean and unit-variance normal r.v., and θ t := θ t−1 + ∆θ, for some user-defined parameters θ 0 and ∆θ. The linear combination of all the previous time series is filtered by the model of [62] to yield the BOLD data {y t } Regarding the methodology of Sec. III, several features are explored in the numerical tests. More specifically, with reference to (11) , point x t ∈ PD(N G ) takes the following values:
t ) −1/2 from step 8 of Alg. 2, denoted by the tag "kPC" in the subsequent figures; (ii) K t from step 6 of Alg. 2, denoted by tag "Cov"; (iii) K −1 t , denoted by tag "ICov"; and (iv) Λ t , where [Λ t ] νν := κ(y νt , y ν t ), with {y νt } NG ν=1 being the rows of Y t := [y t , y t+1 , . . . , y t+τw−1 ], and denoted by tag "Corr".
Constructing a reproducing kernel function κ, or the sequence of kernel matrices {K t } in step 4 of Alg. 2, plays a principal role in the methodology of Sec. III. To this end and along the lines of Sec. III-A, four ways of designing the kernel matrices are explored:
(i) Linear kernel function: By choosing κ l of Appendix A as the kernel function, the feature space H becomes nothing but the input Euclidean R τw one, with κ l (y, y ) = yy , for any y, y ∈ R τw . As such, the previously met K t and Λ t become the classical covariance and correlation matrices, respectively. As Figs. 4-8 perform. However, GCT exhibits the best performance even for small values of those parameters, particularly for the advocated features of kPC and observability matrices ("OB"). Further, focusing on these two features, it can be seen that "OB" outperforms kPC in almost all scenarios. to be sensitive to the choice of the kernel's variance value: the less the value is, the worse the clustering accuracies become. Still, under such a uniform behavior, GCT exhibits the best performance among employed methods. κ is a reproducing kernel (cf. Appendix A). Moreover, the resulting feature space H is an infinite-dimensional functional space. Needless to say that there are numerous ways of defining similar multi-kernel functions, such as the incorporation of polynomial or linear kernels in κ.
Since this study is not meant to be exhaustive, such a path is not pursued. 
B. Real-data-driven time series
The brain activity analyzed in this section was obtained by the spatially embedded nonlinear model of [49] , and the structural brain networks derived from diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) of the data collected from 4 healthy adult subjects. All subjects volunteered with informed consent in writing and in accordance with the Institutional Review Board/Human Subjects Committee, Univ. of California, Santa Barbara.
As described fully in [49] , diffusion tractography was used Single regional-brain-activity signal generated by the structural connectivity matrices of Fig. 23 and model (20) .
to estimate the number of streamlines linking a number N G = 83 of large-scale cortical and subcortical regions extracted from the Lausanne atlas [35] . The number of streamlines connecting two regions was normalized by the sum of the volumes of the regions, resulting in the weighted adjacency matrix B = [b νν ], where b νν reflects the density of streamlines connecting the νth and ν th brain regions (Fig. 23) . Additionally, the spatial distance between two brain regions was used to estimate the signal transmission time, assuming a signal propagation speed of 8m/sec. Regional brain activity (EEG-type time series) was modeled using biologically motivated nonlinear Wilson-Cowan oscillators [83] , [84] . Wilson-Cowan oscillators represent the mean-field dynamics of a spatially localized population of neurons, modeled through equations governing the firing rate of excitatory, y νt , and inhibitory, x νt , neuronal populations. As in [49] , single Wilson-Cowan oscillators are linked as follows, via the individual's adjacency and delay matrices which are unique for each of the four subjects:
where η zt is a realization of a Gaussian random variables with mean 0 and variance σ 2 , per t and z ∈ {x, y}. The external stimulation input is set equal to µ νt := 1.25, if ν = 1, and µ νt := 0, if ν = 1, ∀t. Parameters (α, γ 1 , . . . , γ 5 , σ 2 , ζ x , θ x , ζ y , θ y ) are set equal to (1/8, 16, 12, 15, 3, 1.1, 10 −10 , 1.3, 4, 2, 3.7), similarly to [49] , [83] . Node dynamics are measured using the firing rate of the excitatory population {y νt }. Simulated data were generated by Matlab using Heun's method under a sampling rate of 1msec in order to obtain 5sec (5, 000 samples) of simulated brain activity per subject. For each subject, the simulated brain activity resulted in N G = 83 time series. Each subject's brain activity represents a unique state and the results of clustering are compared to this ground truth.
An example of the time series (y νt ) t , for a single subject and a specific node, is shown in Fig. 24 figure, there is an initial and an oscillation mode of the time series. Per node ν, 500 samples from the initial phase and 500 ones from the oscillation phase of the signal comprise the time series (y νt )
1,000
t=1 . The sliding-window lengths τ w ∈ {500, 600, 700, 900} were tested. Length τ w = 700 produced better results than those of 500 and 600, for all clustering methods, while there was no significant improvement by setting τ w equal to 900. For this reason, only results for τ w = 700 are shown here. As in Sec. V-A, both the methodologies of Secs. II and III are applied to this set of data, under choices of the linear, single Gaussian, and the multi-kernel functions, as well as the SDE approach. In the multi-kernel case, a weighted average of Gaussian kernels is used, i.e., κ := (1/I) which under the RMMM hypothesis, are located in or close to a union of multiple Riemannian submanifolds. Two featuregeneration mechanisms for network-wide time series were introduced: (i) Motivated by Granger-causality arguments, an auto-regressive moving average model was proposed to map low-rank linear vector subspaces, spanned by column vectors of appropriately defined observability matrices, to points into the Grassmann manifold; and (ii) to capture dynamic (non-linear) relations among nodes, kernel-based partial correlations were introduced to generate points in the manifold of positive-definite matrices. Furthermore, based on the very recent [79] , [80] , a clustering algorithm was introduced to segment the multiple Riemannian submanifolds which fit the data patterns. Extensive numerical tests demonstrated that the advocated framework outperforms classical and state-of-theart techniques. On-going research focuses on (i) building an online spectral clustering scheme to alleviate the computational burden of Step 10 in Alg. 3; and (ii) applying the RMMM hypothesis to community detection scenarios, without any a-priori knowledge on the number of clusters.
APPENDIX A REPRODUCING KERNELS
A real Hilbert space H , with elements denoted by f and inner product · | · H , is called a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) [7] , [61] , [63] whenever, for an arbitrarily fixed row vector y ∈ R τw , the mapping f → f (y) is continuous on H . This condition is equivalent to the existence of a (unique) reproducing kernel function κ(·, ·) : R τw × R τw → R which satisfies: (i) ϕ(y) := κ(y, ·) ∈ H , ∀y ∈ R τw , and (ii) the following reproducing property holds: f (y) = f | ϕ(y) H = f | κ(y, ·) H , ∀y ∈ R τw , ∀f ∈ H .
If f is chosen to be κ(y , ·), then the previous reproducing property boils down to the so-called kernel trick: κ(y , y) = κ(y , ·) | κ(y, ·) H , ∀y, y ∈ R τw . It turns out that H = span{κ(y, ·) : y ∈ R τw }, where span stands for the set of all linear combinations of the elements of a set, and the overline symbol denotes closure, in the strong-topology sense.
The previous definition has a more convenient algebraic characterization. Kernel κ is called positive definite if it is symmetric, i.e., κ(y , y) = κ(y, y ), for any y, y ∈ R τw , and I i=1 I j=1 α i α j κ(y i , y j ) ≥ 0, for any {α i } I i=1 ⊂ R, any {y i } I i=1 ⊂ R τw , and any I ∈ Z >0 . The positive definiteness of κ can be stated equivalently via the property that the kernel matrix K, defined by [K] ij := κ(y i , y j ), is positive semidefinite, since i j α i α j κ(y i , y j ) = α Kα, for α := [α 1 , . . . , α I ] . Remarkably, positive definiteness of a kernel characterizes its reproducing property. Indeed, the reproducing kernel κ of an RKHS H is positive definite [63] , and given a positive definite kernel κ, there exists a unique RKHS H s.t. κ is the reproducing kernel of H [48] . 
APPENDIX D SEMIDEFINITE EMBEDDING
Along the lines of the discussion in Appendix A, it is likely that the geometry of {ỹ νt } is "destroyed" during the transfer {ỹ νt } → {ϕ(ỹ νt )}, if no constraints are imposed on ϕ. To this end, the geometry of {ỹ νt } needs to be learned first. A graph is built on {ỹ νt }, and a weighted adjacency matrix Ω t , as well as neighborhoods {N the (user-defined) P ∈ Z >0 nearest neighbors (in a Euclidean-distance sense, for example) ofỹ νt among {ỹ ν t } ν =ν , including alsoỹ νt ; (ii) define Ω t := [ω νν ,t ] as follows: w νν ,t := 1/P , if y ν t ∈ N SDE νt , and w νν := 0, otherwise. Clearly, data vectors y νt andỹ ν t belong to the same neighborhood iff there exists ν s.t.ỹ νt ,ỹ ν t ∈ N SDE ν t iff ∃ν with ω ν ν,t · ω ν ν ,t > 0. SDE postulates that data geometry, at least within neighborhoods defined via the previous step (i), should be preserved even after mapping data into H . For should occupy "as much space as possible" within H .
This can be achieved by the maximization of the "sample variance," which, according to the previous constraints, becomes: 
